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Always speak at the patients’ level of understanding. Jargon and “$10 words” can confuse patients and make them uncomfortable because they don’t understand, but they likely won’t ask you what you mean.

Exhibit clear confidence in your recommended course of treatment. A personal testimonial about recent treatment for another patient and the results obtained, for example, underscores that sense of security. It demonstrates that you have no doubt that you will get a good result for this patient.

Be aware of the perception of “fairness.” Many issues having to do with trust are linked to the patients’ perception of the value they are receiving. Studies show that patients avoid dental treatment due to cost more than pain. Yet, if they feel that the costs measure up to the service received, there is no complaint. Many patients will not question fees if the practice has demonstrated that they can deliver superior service.

Encouraging acceptance

Follow these steps to set the tone for patient treatment acceptance.

- Create a comfortable, non-rushed environment when explaining treatment. Don’t have the schedule booked so tight that you are perceived as being in a rush. Patients need to feel that they are important

- STA provides confirmation when you’re in the right location for the intraligimentary injection
- STA allows you to anesthetize one tooth
  - no collateral numbness
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and worthy of your time.

- Explain in simple language the reasons the procedures are necessary. Choose language that fits the patients' educational level of understanding and speak slowly, using pictures to illustrate.
- Explain the steps of the procedures and how many appointments and how long each appointment will take. Explain to the patient how you will make her/him comfortable during treatment and what options are available, such as anesthesia.
- Ask the patient questions to determine if she/he has any false ideas about treatment. Many patients still think that root canal therapy involves removing the roots. Use educational tools, such as chairside videos or other visual aids. When using video or other educational aids, summarize what the patient has viewed and ask if there are any areas that need further explanation.
- Be empathetic to the patient's concerns about the condition of the teeth. Don't make the patient feel that his/her mouth is a "mess." Patients who have postponed dental care are often embarrassed and don't want to be perceived as neglectful or hopeless. Encouragement coupled with kind words can build trust and respect.
- Explain alternatives to the treatment. Make sure the benefits and the possible risks to the procedures are understood. Informed consent in writing is necessary when there are risks and when the outcome could be less than favorable.
- Look the patient in the eye when discussing treatment. Sit at the same level as the patient and lean slightly forward to show interest and care. You will be able to listen to and observe the patient's response more readily.
- Smile and nod your head in understanding as the patient responds to the presentation. This is proof to the patient that you are truly listening to each word said.
- Never turn away from the patient while she/he is speaking. Not only is this rude, but it also shows that you are not listening to what the patient is telling you.

Certainly, presenting treatment to patients requires skill and understanding of patients' needs. Many people learn these skills by trial and error, which can be quite costly. If treatment acceptance is a struggle among either new or existing patients, or both, it's time to find out exactly where this critical system is breaking down.
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